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2nd funding call for ground power: BMDV
supports environmental protection at airports
From 13 May 2024, the second round of applications will

commence in the open-technology funding programme for the

market activation of alternative solutions for the climate and

environmentally friendly supply of aircraft with ground power at

German airports (Ground Power Guideline / “Bodenstrom-

Richtlinie”) of the Federal Ministry of Digital and Transport

(BMDV) ...

Read more

16.6 million electric passenger cars by 2030
In 2021, the German government set itself the goal of making

Germany the leading market for electric mobility with 15 million

electric cars by 2030. Establishing charging infrastructure ahead

of time is a key success factor here, as is data-based demand

planning. The “Manufacturer survey of electric passenger cars:

market development and technology trends” factsheet published

by NOW GmbH provides essential assessments and forecasts

for this planning ...

Read more

Now also in German: NOW factsheets on EU
legislation
In 2023, the European Union (EU) adopted new legislation on

renewable fuels. The implementation phase of the regulations in

the member states will now begin in 2024. Back in January

2024, NOW GmbH presented three of the latest pieces of

legislation in detail in a new, English-language factsheet series.

All three factsheets in the series have now been translated into

German ...

Read more

District of Goslar presents electric mobility
and delivery concept
To mark the fourth anniversary of the Goslar district ecological

model region, the district will present its electric mobility and

delivery concept on 8 April 2024. The concept, which is funded

by the BMDV, is intended to offer agricultural production

companies strategies and ideas to make the delivery of their

products more sustainable and efficient ...

Read more
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